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Let M be a 4N-integrable, real-valued continuous N-parameter strong martingale. Burkholder’s 
inequalities prove to be an adequate tool to control the quadratic oscillations of M and the 
integral processes associated with it (i.e. multiple l-stochastic integrals with respect to M and its 
quadratic variation) such that a l-stochastic calculus for M can be designed. As the main results 
of this calculus, several Ito-type formulas are established: one in terms of the integral processes 
associated with M, another one in terms of the so-called“variations’, i.e. stochastic measures 
which arise as the limits of straightforward and simple approximations by Taylor’s formula; 
finally, a third one which is derived from the first by iterated application of a stochastic version 
of Green’s formula and which may be the strong martingale form of a prototype for general 
martingales. 
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Introduction 
Since Levy introduced local times under the name ‘mesure du voisinage’ (see 
[16]), a variety of methods for the study of this class of stochastic processes has 
been designed. We enumerate some of them. For Markov processes, potential 
theory yields the tools (see Blumenthal, Getoor [5]). The study of local times of 
Gaussian processes owes a very simple and successful method to a series of papers 
by Berman (cf. [4]): take the Fourier transform of the ‘occupation time’ measure. 
An easily verified Fourier analytic criterion gives the existence of local time as a 
density of ‘occupation time’. A deeper analysis of the Fourier transform easily 
reveals its regularity properties. The method has also proved to be valuable for 
multi-parameter processes (see for example Ehm [ll] who discusses N-parameter 
processes with stationary, independent increments). For martingales or, more gen- 
erally, semimartingales the key word is ‘Tanaka’s formula’ (see Meyer [19, pp. 
361-3711, Azema and Yor [3]) which can be derived from Ito’s formula. It represents 
local time by stochastic integrals whose properties give information on local time 
behavior. Although a satisfactory notion of multi-parameter ‘semimartingales’ does 
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not exist, several papers deal with the study of multi-parameter local times via 
Tanaka’s formula: Walsh [25] for the Wiener sheet, Rosen [23] in connection with 
the investigation of intersections of Brownian paths, [14] for the (IV, d)-Wiener 
process, Nualart [22] for continuous 2-parameter martingales. 
Motivated by Ehm’s [ 1 l] smoothness results on local times of N-parameter Levy 
processes and the fact that Tanaka’s formula opens a rather easy access to differentia- 
bility and continuity problems, the original aim of this paper was to obtain some 
information on the local times of real-valued, continuous strong N-parameter 
martingales M. But, since the stochastic analysis involved turned out to be rather 
extensive, it now ends up with Ito’s formula. 
The starting point of our analysis is Allain’s [2] approximation of Ito’s formula 
which is derived from Taylor’s formula. Iffis a 2iV times continuously differentiable 
function, then instead of stochastic integrals of the derivatives off(M) it is in terms 
of ‘Riemann sums’ of those derivatives w.r.t. approximate stochastic measures A’“, 
1 d Is 2N. In a fundamental formula (see (2.2) below) the latter are decomposed 
by a different type of approximate stochastic measures the predominant of which 
behave in the following way: for some partition 9 of (1,. . . , N} a function 
4 : F+ (0, l} determines whether in T-direction the variation is like ‘dM’ (4(T) = 1) 
or like ‘(dM)” (4(T) = 0). In particular, these ‘( 9, 4)-terms’ are martingales in all 
T-directions where 4(T) = 1. We therefore run into martingale theory when dealing 
with the problem of approximating Ito’s formula. Indeed, let us go to the limit with 
the above approximations. The first thing we have to know is whether the ‘(dM)*‘- 
behavior is reasonable. This means we have to be sure about the existence of the 
quadratic variation [M] of M. If this is guaranteed, the limiting behavior of a 
predominant (9, 4)-term is this: for I#J( T) = 1 it is a martingale in T-direction, 
whereas for 4(T) = 0 it is an increasing process. Of course, it has to be a well-behaved 
stochastic integral. This again means that we must be sure about the existence of 
its quadratic variation (as a martingale in the corresponding directions). Therefore 
the main problem in establishing Ito’s formula is to gain control over the ‘quadratic 
oscillations’ of M and the (9, 4)-martingales associated with M. In [ 131, to accom- 
plish this aim for the Wiener process, special properties of the latter have been 
employed. In this paper, the key observation was that Burkholder’s LP-inequalities 
(see Burkholder, Davis, Gundy [7]) do this job very well. The idea to work with 
Burkholder’s inequalities in this context is not new: see Cairoli, Walsh [9] for 
2-parameter martingales w.r.t. the ‘Wiener’ filtration, Zakai [27], Chevalier [lo] and 
Nualart [21, 221 for continuous 2-parameter martingales. Particularly in Lemma 6 
below, Burkholder’s inequalities show their full significance for the stochastic 
calculus for M. 
Two versions of them are presented in Section 1; firstly, a ‘discrete parameter’ 
version (see Brossard [6] for more information on this subject) which is then used 
to prove the existence of a continuous quadratic variation [M] of M. Next, since 
the sums of the ‘quadratic oscillations’ of M approximate [Ml, we obtain a ‘con- 
tinuous parameter’ version of Burkholder’s inequalities (see also Cairoli, Walsh [9], 
Chevalier [lo], Nualart [22], Misura [20]). 
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To have a good basis for investigating the convergence of Allain’s approximation 
to Ito’s formula, we study in Section 2 (p-stochastic, for p 2 1) (y, 4)-measures 
and integrals in the sense indicated above. Here, of course, we need some integrability 
hypothesis on M (see (0.4)). The need to control the ‘boundary terms’ in the 
decomposition (2.2) gives rise to consideration of a slightly more general class of 
(9, +)-integrals than those belonging to the ‘predominant terms’: we admit that the 
sets T E 3’ are not pairwise disjoint. They may overlap. Yet, there must be a nonvoid 
‘interior’ A(T) = T\U TfSEi S, TE 9. We thus obtain a class of well-behaved 
stochastic integrals, even if there may now be a corresponding ‘overlap’ in the 
martingale (4( T) = 1) or increasing process (4( T) = 0) behavior in the T-direction, 
T E F, too. As it happens, for N = 2 there is nothing new: see Cairoli, Walsh [8], 
Wong, Zakai [26] for the corresponding integrals and Merzbach [17] for more 
references on the abundant literature on this subject. N = 3 is the first integer for 
which there are ‘overlapping’ integrals (take for example 9 = {{ 1,2}, { 1,3}}) besides 
the ‘nonoverlapping’ ones. The main items of our study are extension theorems for 
the integrals and integral processes as well as an attempt to describe a (9, 4)-integral 
by ‘iterated stochastic integration’, i.e. a stochastic ‘Fubini’s theorem’. 
In Section 3, Burkholder’s inequalities again enter the scene. By an important 
‘previsible projection’ lemma, in the proof in which we constantly profit from them, 
we are able to identify the quadratic variation of the (9, d)-integral processes 
associated with M. As in Section 1, this helps us to derive ‘continuous parameter’ 
inequalities for these processes. These enter Section 4 as the main tool for establishing 
the convergence of the above mentioned approximate measures A”‘, 1 d 1 =G 2N. 
Indeed, we can prove that their limits pM (0, 1 c I s 2 N, which are called ‘variations’, 
exist as l-stochastic measures and can be decomposed by (l-stochastic) (9, 4)- 
measures of the ‘nonoverlapping’ type with m( 9, 4) = I9[+ I{ T E 9: 4(T) = O}j 
= 1. 
In Section 5, two Ito-type formulas for M are proved. The first one (Theorem 1) 
is in terms of the integrals of the variations smell, 1 c 1s 2N (see also Allain [2]), 
the second one in terms of the (9, 4)-integrals, m( 5, 4) < 2 N. 
Finally, in Section 6, the formula of Theorem 2 is partially integrated by use of 
a stochastic version of ‘Green’s formula’ for M. The classical counterpart of this 
procedure is the derivation of the simplest form of the Gauss’ integral theorem. The 
result (Theorem 3) is remarkable for two reasons. Firstly, it is suitable for starting 
an analysis of local times for M (see [ 141 for the Wiener process). Secondly, Ito-type 
formulas of Chevalier [lo] and Nualart [22] for continuous 2-parameter martingales 
suggest that it may be the strong martingale form of the only possible version of 
Ito’s formula for more general martingales. 
0. Notations, preliminaries and basic definitions 
For an integer NE N (={l, 2,. .}, whereas No= (0, 1,2,. .}) which is fixed 
throughout this paper, the parameter space is 0 := [0, 11”. 0 is endowed with the usual 
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partial ordering, i.e. coordinatewise linear ordering ‘s’, with respect to which 
intervals are defined in the usual way. 4 is the set of all intervals in 0 of the form 
Is, t], S, t E 0, 10, t] being denoted by R,. i’ is the set of all pairs (s, t) E U2 such that 
s S t. ‘Vectors’ of time points (s~),~, are denoted by d whenever there is no ambiguity 
about the index set. Projections of vectors (intervals) defined by subsets H of the 
index set are always provided with a subscript H. For example: if U E UTN (the set 
of all subsets of (1, . . , N}), s E I, J E 9, then sU resp. JU is the projection of s resp. 
J on the U-coordinates; if ~=(s~),~, EU’ and Kc 1, then dK =(s’),,,. The set of 
all intervals JU is denoted by 9”. For any m E R, let 121 be the vector in RN, all of 
whose coordinates are equal to m. By a ‘decomposition (partition) of 0 in 4’ we 
mean a decomposition of IO, llN by intervals of 9. A ‘O-sequence of partitions’ is 
always understood to be a sequence of partitions whose mesh goes to zero. If a 
partition of J E 4 is indexed by a set {j: 1 <j < r} c NN, we always mean a decomposi- 
tion which originates from cutting J into intervals by ri - 1 hyperplanes orthogonal 
to the i-axis, 1 s is N. The intervals are enumerated according to the succession 
of the points of intersection of the hyperplanes with the axes. For finite Q = 0, a 
partition (J’: 1 c j s r) is called ‘subordinate to Q’, if Q is a subset of the ‘corner 
points’ of (9: I S jS r). 
Given any function f: 0 + R, any interval J = Is, t] E 9 and T E n, the ‘increment 
off over the T-boundary of J’ is 
A;f:= C (-l)‘~‘-‘slf((.sS, ts)) 
SCT 
(- denotes the complement w.r.t. a fixed reference set). For T = 0, the superscript 
T may be omitted. Note that, in case f vanishes on ?IR,” nU, by setting JT := 
](O,, sT), (ST, tT)], we have ATf= A,rf: The ‘variation off over 0’ is defined by 
~(f)‘=sup C IA,‘fl: (J')l<i<n is a decomposition of 0 in 9, n E FU . 
,sisn I 
If 4 is a mapping from a set to then 
n $:= $!J(a). 
OEA atA 
Occasionally, real valued functions are tacitly assumed to be trivially extended to 
larger domains. 
Given two measurable spaces (B, a), (C, %), the space of all measurable functions 
from B to C is denoted by .4X (93, %). (a, 9, P), the basic probability space, is always 
assumed to be complete and (9,),co, the basic filtration (family of u-fields, increasing 
w.r.t. the partial ordering on 0) to be augmented by the O-sets of 9. There are several 
relevant notions of previsability w.r.t. (T,)ltl: for T E UN, t E 0, let ST:= %cr,ri). 
Then, for T c s E UN 
9?;:={FxJs: Js=]ss, t,]~,a~, FE~&~)} 
is called ‘set of T-previsible rectangles in OS’. Let the algebra (resp. a-algebra) 
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generated by 3; (resp. the linear hull of characteristic functions of T-previsible 
rectangles in 0,) be denoted by dl resp. 9, resp. %5’s’. 9”s’ is called ‘a-algebra of 
T-previsible sets in Us’, %‘z ‘space of T-previsible elementary functions in OS’. In 
case 7 = 0 (S= 0), the superscript (subscript) T(S) is omitted. We will assume 
throughout this article that the filtration satisfies the following generalization of the 
famous (F4)-condition of Cairoli, Walsh [8]: 
for each bounded Q E Ju(9i, g(R)), each t E 0 and all S, T E IIN, SC T, 
E(cq_T) = E(E(a~s~)~s~‘“). (0.1) 
For O<p< 1 we have to consider the ‘p-norm’ II.IIP:= E(I.lP) (resp. E(1.l~ l)), if 
p > 0 (resp. p = 0) on Ju( 9, 93(R)), which induces a translational invariant metric 
on Lp(Q9,P)={Y: YEJU(9,%?(lR)), IIY]]p<cO}. 
A stochastic process X (with values in R) is always understood to belong to 
J11(9x%(U), 93(R)). X is said to be ‘previsible’, if XE _H(?P, 93(R)), ‘adapted’, if 
X, E J%( 9,, a(R)) for each t E 0. The process sup,%. ]X,l is denoted by X. All stochastic 
processes X to be considered here are supposed to fulfill the conditions 
X,=0 for tEdR,“nO, (0.2) 
X is adapted and has continuous trajectories. (0.3) 
We will have the occasion to work with the following Banach spaces of previsible 
processes: for p 3 1 put ]IX Ilcp,m) := IIXil], and 
L’p,“‘(0 x0,9, P):={XE&(P, B(R)): ]IxII,p,,,<co}. 
The main subject of this paper is a stochastic calculus for N-parameter strong 
martingales. In the course of its development we frequently encounter various types 
of multi-parameter martingales. We therefore present their definitions and collect 
some of the basic facts about them. Let SE IIP An adapted stochastic process M 
such that M, is integrable for all t E 0 is called ‘weak S- (sub-)martingale’, if 
E(AfM I%,,) ‘g’ 0 for J =]u, ~11~ 9, ‘S- (sub-)martingale’, if E( Mc,,,,,,I su) (5’ M,, 
for(u, u)Ei2,’ strong S- (sub-)martingale’, if E(A,M 1 VitS 9:‘) (g’ 0 for J =]u, U]E 
4. (Weak, strong) (1,. . . , N}-martingales are simply called (weak, strong) marting- 
ales. The hierarchy of the different notions of ‘martingale’ is as indicated by the 
words ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ and is in general strict. More precisely, we have the 
following relations. Let S, S,, SE nN, S, c S2 be given. By (O.l), 
E(AfMI.F,,)=O iff E(A,MI%z)=O forJ=]u,u]E9. 
Therefore, weak S,-martingales are weak S,-martingales. Evidently, strong S2- 
martingales are strong S,-martingales. 
Furthermore, strong S-martingales are S-martingales and S-martingales are weak 
S-martingales. 
Consequently, M is an S-martingale iff M is an { i}-martingale for all i E S. Finally, 
an S-martingale is said to be a ‘proper S-martingale’ (see Wong, Zakai [26]), if 
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u( MC.,lS)) is integrable. Since we will develop an L”-stochastic calculus with p 3 1, 
the strong martingales we are dealing with must have some integrability properties. 
Unless otherwise stated, we are always assuming 
M is a strong martingale such that E( MTN) < CO. (0.4) 
A stochastic process A is called ‘increasing’, if for each JE 4 we have A,AzO. 
Thus, every increasing process A defines pathwise a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure on 
3(O) which, for convenience, will also be denoted by A. For example, we write 
A(J) instead of A,A for J E 4. If I is an index set, the product measure X It, A on 
B(il’) is denoted by A’. 
For being able to introduce the stochastic integrals associated with M in Section 
2 below, we have to establish some special notation. Set 
o:= {S: y-c IIN, SZ0 for each SE 9}, 
p:={F: Y-Ev, T\ U SZ0 for each TEE}, 
TfSt.7 
Note that azp=r. For F-EU put T:=U,.,,7 T, for YES, TEY set R(T):= 
T\U TfSe.‘, S. For U E IIN denote by au( pt,, 7”) the subset of a( p, 7) consisting 
of those 9 such that I._J TcJT T = U (‘N’ is used instead of ‘{ 1,. . . , TV}‘). Further, let 
@“:={(.T,,): .T-Eu, d:S+N}, 
S:={(F, 4): F-p, 4:S+{O, l}}, 
A := ((9, 4): (y, 4) E q, 4(T) = 1 whenever 1 TI = I}. 
Note that ?Poc @,,, .I c !P c E. For all these sets, the subscript U may be added in 
the same sense as above. For example, ly “,” is obtained by replacing r by ru in 
the definition of Vo. One can consider the following relation ‘ <’ on p(S): 
iff there is a one-to-one mapping P,~ : y+ 9 such that 
P,~( T) c T (and I,!J( P.~( T)) = 4(T)), T E 9. iTf denotes the inverse of p.~. 
‘ <’ turns out to be a partial ordering. For an individual (9, 4) E E put 
f):={TeF: 4(T)=O}, F’:={TE~: $(T)=l}. 
The integer m( 9, 4) := I.7’I+219’1 which is called ‘the order of (9, I#I)‘, is by 
definition equal to the order of the differential operator D’,i,“:= Dm(.7*‘), which is 
defined on Cm”‘,‘b’(R). For kc N, C:(R) (C:(R)) is the subspace of Ck(R) consisting 
of bounded functions (with compact support). 
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1. Inequalities of Burkholder-Davis for M; the quadratic variation of M 
The crucial step in the development of the stochastic calculus for M consists of 
establishing the existence of its quadratic variation. This will be executed in the 
following section. We make use of a technique which proves to be very powerful 
not only for this purpose. It consists of controlling the ‘quadratic oscillations’ of 
martingales by the famous LP-inequalities of Burkholder and Davis and is vital for 
the whole paper. The technique was first employed in this context by Cairoli, Walsh 
[9] for the study of 2-parameter martingales which are measurable w.r.t. the ‘Wiener’ 
filtration. Zakai [27], Chevalier [lo] and Nualart [21] took it up for the investigation 
of continuous 2-parameter martingales. Although Burkholder’s inequalities are well 
known in multi-parameter theory (see MCtraux [18], Brossard [6], Ledoux [15]), we 
present them and give a proof for strong martingales which emphasizes the fact 
that strong martingales are one-parameter martingales ‘in disguise’. Moreover, it 
goes through for Davis’ inequalities which, as far as we know, have not been verified 
for general martingales. 
Proposition 1 (Inequalities of Burkholder-Davis). For p 2 1 there exist constants A,,, 
BP > 0 such that for each partition (.I’ = I$, tj]: I S j S r) of 0 in 9 and each strong 
martingale M, 
APE [ ( l;Gr CJ,IM)‘)“~] s E(IM!IP)~ B,E[ (?& (~JJM)~)“‘]. 
The inequalities are valid for all martingales ifp > 1; the second inequality even if p = 1. 
Proof. In case p > 1, the method of ‘Rademacher-functions’ applied by Metraux 
[18] for N = 2 can easily be carried over to N-parameter martingales. For p = 1, 
Ledoux’s [ 151 arguments work. Let M be a strong martingale and (J’ = ]sj, t’]: 1 C j G 
r) apartition0fUin.Y. Letf:{j:jEbJ(,I j s s r} + N be the ‘natural’ lexicographic 
ordering of the index set and put for 1. S j s r 
Since M is a strong mafiingale, (Lk, %k)lSkGr,...rN is a One-parameter mafiingale. It 
suffices to apply the classical inequalities of Burkholder-Davis to L (see Burkholder, 
Davis, Gundy [7]). The following sketch for N =2 may help to visualize the 
procedure: 
-1 a-algebra belonging 
‘(l,l):.‘f2.1)“‘. .(3 1) J . . . . . . J: . . :::: J..:. q 
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With the help of Proposition 1 we will now proceed to construct the quadratic 
variation of M. The construction principle rests upon a simple idea: Let (J’= 
Is’, t’]: 1 <j s r) be a partition of 0 in 9. Then, according to the proof of Proposition 
1 and Lemma 1 of [ 131, we have for t E 0 
+ C (AJJ,R,W~. (1.1) 
i=Sjsr 
Thus, if we can prove that the first term on the right side of (1.1) is a martingale, 
we can represent the difference of two ‘square-sums’, belonging to different parti- 
tions, by a martingale. This however, via Doob’s inequality, is a good basis for 
establishing a uniform (in t) Cauchy criterion for the existence of the quadratic 
variation of M. We shall therefore deal with this martingale aspect first. Indeed, it 
is of central importance, since similar problems will be encountered in several 
‘decomposition theorems’ of this article. For this reason, the following lemma will 
be given in more general terms. 
Lemma 1. Let FC u and suppose Y c Y is decomposed by 011 and V. Suppose (Ar = 
]sT, tT]: T E 3) is a family of intervals in &t and (X’: SE S\ Yf) a family of adapted 
processes. Moreover, let (Y E ~2 ( ScTE gs~, B(R)) besuch thatforanyxc V, .%:c J~V, 
t E 0 the random variable (Y fl TEW AArnR, M JJ TtZ AArnR,XT is integrable. If for each 
iErwehave 
(i) sup ,EfTeY tfssupiETE.sT and YEp or 
(ii) supieT,3 t~~inf,ETG,7s~ and Y consists of maximal elements of F, then the 
process 
satisjies 
for (u, v) E i2, i E r\% such that ui?) = vj+ 
Proof. For simplicity, assume 9 = 0. Then 
L,-L,=a ,,;cv T~wA~~rwwuM TcF,wA~Tn~,,M Tr&A~Tn~,,XT 
+ a II AAT~R,,M n AA~~R,X~ - FI AAT~R,,X~ . (l-2) 
Tt v T‘rY\7/ Ts3-\W 1 
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Observe that in both cases (i) and (ii) we have p E A(V,,, Sy, 53(R)). Hence by 
the strong martingale property of M, 
Choose 0# WC “Ir, WE W and put 
Furthermore, if AT n R, # (d for all T E V, then tf < ui for all SE Q by choice of i, 
whence AS n R, = AS A R, for all SE Ou. Now, keeping in mind these results, take 
conditional expectations on both sides of (1.2) to finish the proof. 0 
Examples 1. If Y= Y in Lemma 1, then L(.,,,?, is a r-parameter ~-martingale for 
all tgE 0%. Note that this is not necessarily true if Y # Y. This result will be applied 
in Proposition 2, Lemma 2 and Lemma 8. 
2. Let J = Is, t] E 9 and take AT = JT, TE F, in Lemma 1. Suppose +:Y+lA is 
such that +]v = 1. Then, for i E 9, (u, U) E F’ such that ui = Si, Vi = tip ~17) = U{ c} we 
have Eta ~TE.~ (ATM) 4(T) 1 sU) = 0. To see this, define suitable Xs, S E Y\V, 
and observe AT n R, = 0 for at least one T E ‘V. This result will be employed in 
Lemma 9. 
Proposition 2. Let M be a strong martingale such that E (MT) < 00. Then there exists 
a continuous increasing process [M] such thatfor any sequence ( Ji” = Isin, tin]: 1 c j s 
r,,), n EN, of partitions of 0 in 4 which satis-es inflsisN s~pt~~~~, ] t;“” -sf” + 0 
(n+co) we have 
II C (AF,..M)~-[M] +o (n+a). lsjrr. II a,=) 
Proof. Let (K’: 1 G i up) and (Lj: 1 c j s q) be partitions of 0 in $ such that the 
latter is a refinement of the former. More precisely, for 1 s is p, 
where HLi = ]xLi, ~‘7’1, I G 1 s qi, are intervals of (Lj: 1 S j s q). 
Write down (1.1) for both partitions, subtract and apply Lemma 1 to the first terms 
on the right side of (1.1) to conclude that CiGisp (AKlnR,M)‘-Clsjsq (ALJ,-,R.M)~ 
is a martingale. Hence there exist constants cr, c2, c3 not depending on the partitions 
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such that 
(Doob’s inequality) 
(1.3) 
s ~3 ywp(&W2 IIW: II SC II 2 (Proposition 1). 
Now observe that SU~~=,~~(A~JM)~ is dominated by a constant multiple of suptto Mf 
which, by Doob’s inequality, is square integrable. Hence, given a sequence (J’.” = 
ISA”, tin]: 1 ~j G r,), n EN, of partitions of 0 in 9 such that 
infiS,Shi SUplsjsr,, It!"-syy+O(n+CO), 
due to the continuity of M and dominated convergence, (1.3) yields a Cauchy criterion 
for the convergence of the sequence (CISJGrn (Ar~.~,R.M)2),,~ in Lc2*“‘(fl X0, CT”, PI. 
The assertion follows by standard conclusions. 0 
Definition 1. Let M be a strong martingale such that E( MT) < ~0. The continuous 
increasing process [M] which exists according to Proposition 2 is called ‘quadratic 
variation’ of M. 
Remark. With some more effort than in Proposition 2, it should be possible to prove 
that M has a continuous quadratic variation if M is only bounded in L2 (see Nualart 
[21] for N=2). 
The first of the following two corollaries contains an important statement on 
‘previsible projection’ of [Ml. In the second one a description of the quadratic 
variations of the ‘section processes’ of M is given. 
Corollary 1. The process M2 -[ M] is a continuous martingale. For 1 s 9 c N, J = 
Is, t]E 9 we have E((A,M)219~‘) = E([M](J)l964’). 
Proof. Let (J’“: 1 s,js r,), n EN, be a O-sequence of partitions of J. By (1.1) and 
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Lemma 1, A,nR.M2-Cl<j<rm (AF,R.M)~, n EF+J, is a sequence of continuous 
martingales whose L”*“‘-limit is AlnR. M2 - [ M](J n R.). Besides the first assertion 
we therefore obtain the equations 
E((A,M)2192’)=E C (A,I.“M)~ 96”’ , HEN, l<qcN. 
1SJ” r. I 1 
An appeal to Proposition 2 finishes the proof. q 
Corollary 2. Let U E ZZW For tu E 0, put L’o := MC,,.,. Further, let (J’.” = 
]P, tA”]: 1 c j< r,,), n E N, be a sequence of partitions of 0” in 9” such that 
infit" SUP!Sjzsrn I~~“-s~~[+O (n+00). Then: 
/I 
1 (AJ~.n,R.L.)2-[M] +O (n+a). 
IGJS,, II a-3) 
In particular, L’O is a 1 UI -parameter strong martingale which satisfies [ L’u] = [Ml,,,,, 
for tuEO0. 
Proof. For nEN(, l~i~(r,,,l~) put Ki3”=Ji~” x 00. Apply Proposition 2 for the 
sequence (K i7n: lSiS(rn,!,)). 0 
We finally combine Propositions 1 and 2 to obtain the ‘continuous parameter’ 
inequalities of Burkholder-Davis. 
Proposition 3. For p 2 1 there exist constants A,, BP > 0 such that for each strong 
martingale M which satisjies E (MT) < 00 
ApE([Ml~‘2) s E(IM,Y) s ~,WWf”). 
Proof. For a O-sequence ( JJ,“: 1 s j 4 rn), n EN, of partitions of 0 in 9 put 
V,,(M):= C (d,~.nM)~. 
IsJGr, 
Then, according to Proposition 1, for p 3 1 there are constants A,, BP > 0 such that 
for nEN 
A,E(V,(M)p’2)~ E(IM#‘)S B,E(V,(M)““). (1.4) 
For p < 4, Proposition 2 obviously yields the assertion. For p 2 4 we may assume 
E(IMiIP) (03. Let O< E <p/2. Conclude from (1.4) that ( Vn(M)P’2--F),,GN is uni- 
formly integrable. If necessary, use Vitali’s theorem to obtain the assertion for p - 2~ 
instead of p. Let E + 0 to finish the proof. 0 
Remark. ‘Continuous parameter’ inequalities of Burkholder have been considered 
for 2-parameter martingales (see Nualart [22], Chevalier [lo], who treats the case 
p < 1, too). 
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2. Stochastic integrals associated with M 
Our next aim is to define and investigate the stochastic integrals which are relevant 
for a ‘complete’ stochastic calculus for M. To see which type of integral is involved, 
let us make a little detour. 
Let f~ C2N(R), J =]s, t]~ 4 and suppose (P” =]s;.“, P”]: l~js r,,), n EN, is a 
O-sequence of partitions of J in 9. For T E n, n EN and 14 j< r,, use Taylor’s 
formula to develop f( M,,;,~~,,+q) at M.,P up to order 2N. Sum alternately over T 
according to the rule which determines the increment off(M) over the T-boundary 
of Ji”. Finally sum over j. The result is 
A,f(M)= C A.vf(M) 
irj=r n 
where 
for K = ]u, V] E 9, with suitable &E [0, 11. 
(2.1) clearly is an approximation of Ito’s formula. Therefore, the stochastic integrals 
which are needed for a complete stochastic calculus for M will emerge as we study the 
convergence of the first term on the right side of (2.1) for n + 03. Let us concentrate on 
some Z, 1 G 1 c 2N Ifthe correspondingterm converges at all, then there should be some 
stochastic measure p Mcll on P such that, for each FE .9_ j.~ ,,,,~~)( F x J) is approximated 
by 1~ Ci=,<r, A$ M. The latter expression can be decomposed according to Lemma 1 
of [13]: 
(2.2) is the key formula for our analysis; for each (9, 4) E @o,N we study the 
convergence of the corresponding sequence on the right side of (2.2). As in [ 131 for 
the Wiener process, it turns out that for strong martingales only the q’,,,-terms 
yield a nonvanishing contribution as n + ~0, which is described by a (Y, 4)-integral, 
(9, 4) E VN: for T E Y, 4(T) determines whether in T-direction the corresponding 
integral process behaves like ‘dM’ (4( T) = 1) or like ‘d[ M]’ (4(T) = 0). This, 
however, seems to be a special feature of strong martingales. For more general 
martingales different terms may play a role as is indicated by the formulas of 
Chevalier [lo] and Nualart [22]. Thus, as it seems, it should be sufficient to study 
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the analogues of the ‘Wiener’ (3, +)-integrals, (.?7,4) E !P. However, as will become 
clear in Section 4, the need to control the remaining ‘boundary terms’ on the right 
side of (2.2) motivates us to gain some insight in the structure of a somewhat more 
general class of integrals: those corresponding to (9, 4) E E. As will be seen, they 
can be decomposed by V-integrals. We will proceed along the following lines: at 
first, we slightly generalize the concepts of previsible sets, functions etc. to p, to be 
able to define integrals for (.!7, 4) E 2. Then, we investigate martingale and continuity 
properties of the corresponding integral processes. Finally, we study in which way 
( y, 4)-integrals can be considered as ‘iterated stochastic integrals’. 
Definition 2. Let 5~ p. 
1. o,:={g=(sT> TES: suPisTeTsS7>SUPi& TtdSf for i E 8) is called ‘set of y- 
ordered points’, C&-:={FX~~~,~A’: A’=]sT, ~‘1~9, supiErE;~~>supiETEJ t’ 
for in F, FE 2$TEI,~ } ‘set of y-previsible rectangles’ (c LJ x UT). Let dBy denote the 
ring, $P7 the u-algebra (‘u-algebra of y-previsible sets’) generated by C&. 8y, the 
linear hull of characteristic functions of sets in ST, is called ‘set of 9-previsible 
elementary functions’. 
2. Let ‘OzC15isn &lF, II Tt ,T 1 A: be a y-previsible elementary function, where 
Af +qi, t~‘]E9forl~i~n, T~~.ForQcUlet(K~:I~kkr)bethepartition 
of 0 generated by Qu{s”‘,, t”‘: l~isn, TEE}, 
The representation YO = CIGk~Gr (Ye fl TG,y 1 kk T of Y, is called ‘I,-representation of 
YO subordinate to Q’ (in case Q = 0 ‘UT-representation of YO’). 
3. Let YE p be such that .T is a refinement of 9, i.e. each SE Y is the union over 
ys:={Te 9: Tc S}. Further, let YEJIX(P:~, CBS(R)). Then 
is called ‘F-corner function of Y’. For A E P9, AT is defined by lAs = ( lA)? 
4. Let .Y’PE p be such that Y-C y, $‘= $ Then the natural inclusion 
d‘s:iY+n% (SS)%.‘p’ (tT),&% where t T = sPycT), T E F, 
(for py consult p. 6) induces the mappings 
G : Jbl(PY, B3(R)) + Ju(~T, ~@I), 
Remarks. 1. Let YO=CiGkrsr c+fl.., 1,~’ be an UT-representation of Y,, such that 
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K” =]u’, uk] for 1 G ks r. Then, for each R, LYE is a step function in 
Jl%( &,, 7 uhT, 9(R)) which vanishes if n..,, Kk’ sf O.T. 
2. F-corner functions are in .A(PD, 93(R)). If 9 is a refinement of 9, 
YE A(GP”, C%‘(R)), then obviously Y” = ( Y”)f. 
3. Note that r = p for N s 2, whereas T 5 p for N Z= 3. This implies that only for 
N 2 3 in Definition 2 more general objects are considered than in Definition 4 of [ 131. 
To illustrate the case N =3, for JE$ we consider the typical rectangles 
ln XrIT& J7 F-E pN. pN consists of the following sets: 9, = {{ 1,2,3}}, 9* = 
{IT], {2,3]], 33 = {{2], {1,3]], F‘I = {{3],{1,2]], 9s = {{L 2], {1,3]], FG= 
{{l, 2}, {2,3}}, F, = {{I, 3}, {2,3}}, T8 = {{l}, {2}, {3}}.Thefollowingsketchesindicate 
the positions of the Jr, T E Y, in the different cases and may help to visualize the 
corresponding rectangles and sets of F-ordered points. 
!I!0 ‘1.2.3) ,_- . J‘ - ,’ 
1 
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/ (a) / 
4. For 9~ p we have the following decomposition 0~ =Uk(.‘7)<Y<,~,:PEr70.~~ H, 
where H is a union of intersections of O,T with hyperplanes in 0~. 
We are now ready to define elementary integrals. 
Definition 3. Let (F, 4) E E. 
1. The linear mapping Zb9,“: 8,T+ L*(R, 5, P), 
c 
IGiSn 
atl, II IAT+ C ail,, II AATM TrITcl[Ml(AT), 
T‘EFI- lS,-zrl Te :7’ 
is called ‘elementary (.Y, qb)-integral’. Let ZAIRE” be the restriction of ZhYx@” to 
characteristic functions of Y-previsible rectangles. 
2. The linear mapping Ii:” : %?(7 + L*( fi! X 0, 9, P X h N), 
yo+ rwL2xR,)%), 
is called ‘elementary (9, 4)-integral process’. 
Remarks. 1. In case N = 2, Definition 3 gives the elementary versions of integrals 
investigated by several authors (for detailed references see Merzbach [ 171 or Guyon, 
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Prum [ 121). For 4 = 1 we obtain integrals which .first appeared in Cairoli, Walsh 
[8]: Z~“1~21’7” corresponds to s . dM, Z~~1’)V(2)),1) to 5 . dM dM. For 5= {{l}, (2)) and 
0 # 4 f 1 we find special cases of the ‘mixed area integrals’ of Wong, Zakai [26]. 
The pathwise Stieltjes integrals Z~t(‘*2t’,ot or 5 . d[M] and Z~“11*‘21’70’ or 
j * d[M] d[M] complete a set of 6 integrals which forms a basis of %-parameter 
stochastic calculus for continuous strong martingales. 
2. To consider the p,-integrals in case N = 3, we adopt the notation of Remark 
3 after Definition 2. For 9r, we obtain two ‘pure’ integrals, one belonging to 4 = 1 
and a pathwise Stieltjes integral belonging to 4 = 0. Each of y2,. . . , 9, gives four 
integrals, two of which again are pure (4 = 1, 4 = 0). The other two are ‘mixed’, i.e. 
dM and d[M] occur. Finally, for y8 there are eight integrals, two of which are 
pure. This gives a total of 34 integrals. The 12 belonging to F5-9, seem to be of a 
new type; y5-?, are not partitions of {1,2,3}; they have nonzero ‘overlap’. 
By definition, for 9 E p, S E 9, the ‘nonoverlap’ part A(S) of S is not empty. This 
is the fact to which IF” owes its martingale properties (for y~ r the overlap is 
even zero). 
Lemma 2. Let (y, 4) E E, Y,,E g3. Then, ZbT”‘( Y,) is a continuous J;O-martingale. 
Proof. By linearity, it is enough to show that ZF”( 1 R) is a continuous JF-martingale 
for R=FXnTs, AT E C!By. Suppose AT =]s’, t’] for T E 9. Put Y= 9, %= p, 
V”=~‘,XS=[M]forS~~,~=lFandapplyLemmal. 0 
We next prove an important ‘previsible projection lemma’ which is the formal 
analogue of Corollary 1 of Proposition 1 for the JO-martingales I;:“( Yo). In 
Section 3 it will help us to identify the quadratic variation of the (9, 4)-integral 
processes. Now we make use only of a by-product: we obtain ‘contraction 
inequalities’ which enable us to easily extend elementary integrals and integral 
processes. 
Lemma 3. Let (9,4) E S 
1. Suppose U c A( yl) is such that l U n Sl = 1 for each SE A( F’). Let J = Is, t] E 9. 
Then for each You 8,7 
E[(&Zb:“‘( Yo))*l~:l = E 
and in particular, 
llZb3*“( Yo)ll2 = [E [ {,,/ (j=/ Yo d[Ml”0)2 dWl”j] I’*. 
2. There is a constant c,? such that for You %.7 
llZbF,“( Yo)l12= [ E( [,,7 Yid[M]“)]r” if y= 9’, 
)I 
1/* 
]IZb”;“(Y,)]I,~c~ if y# ?I’. 
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Proof. Let YO=CtGk~sr +n..,? lkk’, Kk =]uk, vk], 1~ k s r, be an U,-representa- 
tion of YO E gy subordinate to {s, t}. Then 
Given 1~ kT, IT s r such that s~sup~.~~~‘, supTt9- u IT < t, suppose for TE 9’ 
that kT f IT. If there exists q E A(T) such that for example kr < IT, put 
a := CYJCY~ n [M](KkT)[M](K’r) n AKkrM n A,l’M 
TEY Tt ?J’ Tf.9~7’ 
and observe (Y E JX(V,,,~,, Sl'h, 33(R)), ui;T)a SR(TP Then 
(2.4) 
If, however, kGT) = i/IT(T), choose q E A(T) such that for example k,‘< ZT. Define (Y 
as above and note that (Y E A(V,,,,,, 9::~ v Sy!, 5%‘(R)). Thus, (2.4) holds again. 
Choose p E U, T E y-’ such that {p} = U n T. For r&?-l put 
Then use (2.4) to deduce from (2.3) 
E[(A,Z~f?‘( YJ)‘/ %$‘I = 
zz c 
l=kTcr,TttT’ 
n (A,~“M)2E((A.~‘M)21%;,!) 
T#SE~-’ 
= c 
I=kTsr,TtY’ 
fl (A,@M)2E([M](KkT)j 99) 
T#Sc?T’ 
(corollary 1 of Proposition 2) 
= c 
i=kTc-r,Tt.T’ 
fl (A,@M)2[M](Kkr) 9,” . 
T#.StF’ I > 
(2.5) 
If the procedure applied in (2.5) is executed for all p E U, the ‘projection equation’ 
in 1 obviously follows. Put J = 0 and take expectations on both sides to obtain the 
second equation of 1 and the first one of 2. Finally let 9 # y-‘. By Cauchy-Schwarz, 
we have, putting 4, := $I+, 
l/2 
~N)'d[W%f1~~' 11 
)I 
l/2 
(-‘+ Y,( . , . , .cy)))’ d[ Ml9 . (2.6) 
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The first factor on the right hand side of (2.6) is finite due to Proposition 3, whereas 
the second one can be seen to be equal to [ E(j, 7 Yt d[ M]“)]“’ by the same reasoning 
as above. This completes the proof. q 
Remark. In case p=@, the first part of Lemma 3 is valid also for L2N-bounded 
M. However, if p f 0, this is no longer true. 
Lemma 3 makes different extensions of the elementary integrals possible. 
Definition 4. 1. For (Y, 4) E .F let 
Lw,,,:={YE~(% 33(R)): II Yll,.7,<b)<~~. 
2. For F-E p let 
II Yllz:= [ E( lo7 Y* d,Ml:‘)]“*. YE JII(.PF, 33(R)), 
Lz,:= L*(R xl,,, P,,, Px[M]“). 
For abbreviation, let p(y) = 1 resp. 2, if 9 # 9’ resp. 5 = 9’. 
Proposition 4. Let (y, 4) E 8 
1. py- can be extended to P9 such that its extension P’,‘,~’ is a 2-stochastic 
measure. 
2. IF” can be extended to L(,,,, such that its extension H”‘,” is a 2-stochastic 
integral which satisjies 
(9 IIH’T*“( Y)I12~ II Yll,,F34j, YE LM,+,, 
(ii) the dominated convergence theorem. 
3. Ib:‘X+’ can be extended to L$ such that its extension I’.‘,“’ (the ‘(F, @)-stochastic 
integral’) is a p( T-)-stochastic integral which satisfies, with some constant +, 
(i) (II“‘~“( Y)II,cT,~ c.711 V/2, YE Lf7, 
(ii) the dominated convergence theorem. 
Proof. Apply Lemma 3. Use standard arguments. 0 
Remarks. 1. For y = y’, evidently LC,,,,,, = Lf,. However, it is not clear how LC.,,+j 
and L$ are related in general. We shall work with I’.‘,” in the sequel. 
2. Let (9’, $), (y, 4) E E such that Ej EI($ t,b)i(F, 4). Then for YE L$, 
&( Y) E L$ and I(.“‘)(i,u( Y)) = I’.“,“‘( Y). For Z E L$, cJf(Z) E L$. 
We are now in a position to answer the question: What is the relation between the 
S-integrals and the q-integrals? The answer is suggested by Remark 4 after Definition 
2 and the above Remark 2. For ( y, 4) E E, YE L: can be decomposed by a linear 
combination of processes in L,$, Y i 3. This decomposition will prove to be useful in 
the sequel. 
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Lemma 4. Let (F, 4) E E, YE L$. Set A(y, 4):= ((9, CCI) E p,: (9, fi)< (T 4), 
A( .T) i Y< S}. Then &( Y) E L$ for all (9, $) E A( F, 4) and 
Proof. By Remark 4 after Definition 2 we have 
Y= c ;,&Y ( Y) + z, (2.7) 
R(Y)<Y<T.%YET1 
where 2 is zero outside a union of hyperplanes in 0.‘. Hence, path continuity of 
[M] and Proposition 4 give Z”‘Xh’(Z) = 0. Obviously, &( Y) E L$ for 
(9, 4) E A( F, 4). Thus 
Z’.‘4’( y) = c z(yi,&f( Y)) ((2.7)) 
(~,#)tA(.T,+) 
= c I’.“$)( J&( Y)) (Remark 2 after Definition 4). 0 
(‘f..6)cAW.d) 
To construct an extension of the elementary integral processes, we use a contrac- 
tion argument as in [13] for the Wiener process W. But, since M must not have the 
same integrability properties as W, our ‘contraction inequality’ is between )I IIc,,,ml 
and (1. (I2 with some p which is in general smaller than 2 (cf. Proposition 4). The 
extension we thus obtain suffices for our purposes. Although we could get similar 
results for E, we shall be content with what will be needed later on: = -N. 
Proposition 5. Let (F, 4) E Ew Then Irs’#“: ZTr + L’p’J”“‘(fl XI, 8, P) can be exten- 
ded to LT7 such that its extension I!“-,” (the ‘( 3, 4)-integral process’) is linear, 
continuous and satisfies, with some constant c.~, 
(i) llI!.‘3”( Y)ll~,~,ij,~)~ c.711 Yll2, YE: L>, 
(ii) the dominated convergence theorem, 
(iii) I$;“( Y) = I’~~“((l,,,,)“Y), YE L>, t E 0, 
(iv) I!,y*+)( Y) is a continuous J;O-martingale for YE L$. 
Proof. By Lemma 4, it is enough to consider (9, 4) E lyN. Since [M] is continuous 
and increasing, the case 9 = ?“’ is easy. Assume 9 # p. Put r(F) := 2 N/ (N + I PI) 
(> 1). We first prove that there exists a constant c,, such that for YO~ %& 
IIG?‘( Yo)IlC~C.r,,@ s CIII Yoll2. (2.8) 
Following Lemma 2, we may apply Proposition 2 of [13] to conclude that there is 
a constant c2, such that for YOc & 
IICl:+‘( YO)ll(,C.,,,CO,~ c&&?~‘,l)( YO)llr~Y). 
Therefore, (2.8) will follow once we have shown that with some constant c3 
Il~~b:?;‘,I,( Y,dIIrw,~ c3II YOllZl Y. E %y. (2.9) 
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Put U := J? and suppose (K’ = ].si, t’]: 1 s is n) is a partition of UU in 9”. Let 
Yo=Cr=,7,r (yf rIT&j- l,JT be an Of-representation of YO~ Zf7 subordinate to 
{(s’, lo), (t’, la): 1 G is n}. We will show 
II 
c l.&$:P;;,( Y,)I s CXII Yollz, (2.10) 
Il,%jc,=-ro II r(T) 
where the constant cj does not depend on Y0 and the partition. This will imply 
(2.9). Abbreviate 4, := 41sl. Now note that 
Conclude, using the inequalities of Cauchy-Schwarz and Holder, 
II 
l/2 
s IImf1f”ll’1”““‘” (I’“‘.~l’(Y,(.;;~)))‘d[M]~ . 
1 
Compare with the right side of (2.6) to obtain (2.10). Observe that r(y) = 2, if 
y= 9’. Hence, in this case, (2.8) is (i) for y-elementary functions. If, however, 
9-f y’, an appeal to the monotonicity of p + 11. lip yields (i) for T-elementary 
functions. Extending I/g,” is now a standard procedure. (ii) follows from (i). By 
definition, (iii), and by Lemma 2, (iv) hold true for y-elementary functions. An 
approximation argument completes the proof. 0 
Remarks. 1. If ( y, 4) E c”, satisfies J” n 8’ = 0, then the ( y, 4)-integral process 
is a proper z’-martingale. This follows from the proof of Proposition 5, since in 
this case for each pr3 (9, I,!J) < (y, 4) the equalities 9’ = y’, Jc = y” hold. 
2. Parts 1 and 3 of Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 are still true under the weaker 
requirement E(MfN) < co. 
Definition 3 suggests that I (%‘) is an ‘iterated stochastic integral’: I F’I integrations 
w.r.t. ‘dM’ and I .P integrations w.r.t. ‘d[ M]’ are executed. As a final topic in this 
section, we will now discuss how to make this intuitive notion rigorous. 
Proposition 6 (Stochastic Fubini theorem). Let (9, cp) E E be decomposed by (Y, I,!J), 
(%X)E Z such that yn “u = 0. Suppose YE JZ(~,~, a(R)) satisjies 
YE Gn L~.~,7~,l)j, (2.11) 
Y( ., a%) E LZ, for all clOa E UOu. (2.12) 
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Then: 
(i) there exists Z’y+!” E A( P%, 93(R)) such that Z”*;@)(. , dql) = Z’y34”( Y( . ,J%)) 
for all dq E Osl, 
(ii) Z (9.G) E Lz,, 
(iii) Z (T.VP)( y) =~'%X)(pf?44). 
Proof. Let %‘:= { YE A(!?, %3(R)): Y is bounded, (i)-( iii are satisfied}. It is easy ) 
to see that X contains g,T. To show that %!is a monotone class, consider an increasing 
sequence ( Y, )ntN of processes in X which converges to Y. We may assume that all 
Y,, are nonnegative. Let (ZkX”)ntN correspond to ( Yn)neN according to (i). Fix 
Q?, E Oq,. Then for n, rn EN 
IIz~~,~)(.,~~)-z~~~)(.,Ilipc)llp(y)= IlZ’~“‘(Yk,rrsl)- Kn(Yu))lIpw 
~cy\lY,(.,a’?L,)- ym(*,Q%)ll* (Proposition 4), (2.13) 
IIZ;X”‘-Z~ti”(I, 
s II Y” - Ymll CT,,(@,I)) 
(cf. first part of the proof of Lemma 3). (2.14) 
(2.13) implies that (ZiX”‘( ., J%))“~~ converges in probability. Since dopl EU% is 
arbitrary, Proposition 1 of [24] yields a process Z (s4” which, according to the proof 
of this proposition, may be chosen in .A(!?%, a(R)), such that Zi%*)( *, a%)+ 
Zw.*) ( *, tiq) in probability for all 6% E 0%. Evidently, Z’%” satisfies (i). By (2.14) 
and monotone convergence, (ii) and (iii) follow. This proves the assertion for 
bounded Y. If Y is not necessarily bounded but fulfills (2.11), (2.12), consider the 
sequence Y, := -n v ( Y A n) and repeat the above arguments. q 
Corollary (Fubini’s theorem for corner functions). Let (.7, cp) E & be decomposed by 
(Y’,(cI), (%,,y)~Esuch that~n~=@. Suppose YE.A(P~,~(R)) satisfies 
YT E L2, n Lw,,o,,,,, (2.15) 
yww 
(-3 s"?") E L$ for all s% E 0. (2.16) 
Then : 
(i) there exists Z (%‘)E .M(B’, 9(R)) such that 
Z’.W( . ) s%) = ZCy,“‘( Yy”(‘pll( *, s’)) for all s% E 0, 
(ii) [Z (M]% E L2,, 
(iii) Z (J,O)( y~)=z(~.x)([z(~S)]~). 
Remarks. 1. The condition ‘yn $= 0’ in Proposition 6 and its corollary was 
introduced in order to guarantee ‘Z (%@)E Ju(9”,, B(W)) resp. .M(9’, 9(R))’ which 
is not necessarily true if there is a ‘nonzero overlap’ of Y and Q. In the latter case 
the statement of Proposition 6 would have to be modified: the outer integral is a 
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(2’, [)-integral, where ‘V” = { U\y: lJ E Q}, .$( V) =x( &,( V)), V E T’” (for iJU see p. 6). 
We do not need this case. 
2. If Y= Y0 in Proposition 6 or its corollary, (2.12) resp. (2.17) can be dropped. 
3. Quadratic variation of the integrals associated with M; Burkholder’s inequalities 
In this section we prove inequalities for the integral processes I!“,*’ which 
correspond to the ‘continuous parameter’ Burkholder’s inequalities of Proposition 
3. The first thing we have to do in order to accomplish this task is to determine the 
quadratic variations of the JT-martingales I!.“‘( Y), YE L$. The ‘key observation’ 
is the following: Let (J”” = Is’.“, t”“]: 1. s j s r,), n E N, be a O-sequence of partitions 
of 0 in 9, Y0 E 8,7. For simplicity assume y = 9’. Then, by a general principle which 
rests upon Burkholder’s inequalities again, the sequences II__+,,, (A,w~!“‘#“( Y(,))*, 
and C!,j=r,, E([A,,.J!.‘~+‘( Y,,)]*[ F,w), n EN, are asymptotically equivalent. But, 
by the ‘projection equality’ of Lemma 3, the latter is equal to 
Cl+“;, E(~,‘(l~x,~~“).‘Y:)d[~l~~I ~t~~~~), n EN, which, once more by this principle, 
is asymptotically equivalent to 
f2x,vn).’ Y; d[ Ml.’ = 
I 
o i Y: d[ Ml.‘. 
The last conclusion gives the quadratic variation of I!.‘.“‘( Y,). It remains to carry 
this result over from 8,r to L$ and to deduce Burkholder’s inequalities by the 
procedure which has been presented in the proof of Proposition 3. To start this 
program, we need the following result, which is a special case of Theorem 3.2 of 
[7] and which allows control of the moments of a ‘projected’ process by the moments 
of the process itself. 
Lemma 5. For p 2 1 there are constants C,, such that for any family (5,: 1 s is n) of 
nonnegative random variables and any increasing family (9,: 1 s i s n) of u-algebras 
in 9, nEN(, 
We come now to the above mentioned general ‘projection’ principle. 
Lemma 6. Let L be a continuous martingale such that E (LT) <CC and A a continuous 
increasingprocess such that ,!?(A;) < CD. Further, let (P” = Is”‘, t’,“]: 1 <j G r,,), n E N, 
be a O-sequence of partitions of 0 in 9. Then 
J$ !<&,,7 [(d,~.t>L)*- E((A,,.tlL)‘J P<“,.,t)] =o, 
II II 2 
lii 
‘II 
1 [A,t.,vA - E(A,wAI .!PT,.,~)] 
IS, s ‘,, 
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Proof. Since the arguments for A are just the same, we only consider L. By the 
triangle inequality and (O.l), it is enough to show that for SE IIN, q E s we have 
Apply Proposition 1 for N = 1, p = 2 to obtain for n EN 
I/ 
C [E((A,,.~IL)~I~~..)-E(E((A,~.,,L)~I~~,,~)I~,-~~!)] 2 
I =s ;  r,, /I 2 
(3.2) 
Now consider for example the first term on the right side of (3.2). To abbreviate, 
denote it by I,(S). If S # 0, pickp E S. Remember (0.1) to equate E((A,l.nL)‘I %$) = 
E(E((A,l.“L)219s~~P’)19j~!), l<j<r,,, REM Fix l~j,s(r,,)~ for a moment and 
apply Lemma 5 to the families 
The result is I,(S) < C,Z,( S\{ p}), n E N. Thus, by induction on ISI, it is enough to 
show I,,(@)+ 0 (n +oo). To estimate I,,(0), use Proposition 1 again, this time 
for (N-1)-parameter martingales, p =2. Proceed along the lines of the proof of 
Proposition 2: 
(Cauchy-Schwarz) 
s &‘I2 II sup (A ,;b;Xo14,L)2 llL;‘ll Y2 (Proposition 1). 1riq=(r,)4 /I 2 
As in the proof of Proposition 2, an appeal to the path continuity of L, Doob’s 
inequality and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem completes the proof. 0 
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Remarks. 1. Lemma 6 generalizes Proposition (3.1) of Zakai [27] (see also Cairoli, 
Walsh [9]). 
2. The resemblance of the proofs of Lemma 6 and Proposition 2 raises the question 
of whether Proposition 2 can be generalized to martingales. But, for a martingale 
L and a partition (J’: !<js r) of 0 in 4, L2-Clzj_ (AJfnR.L)* need not be a 
martingale. Consequently, our ‘uniform limit’ argument in the proof of the existence 
of the quadratic variation cannot be carried over. 
Next we apply Lemma 6 to the (y, 4)-integral processes. 
Lemma 7. Let (9,4)EE be decomposed by (9, $I), (Ou, x) E E such that y”n $ = 
0, PC 3 Suppose YE 4t(S:,, 93(R)) satisjes 
YE L&n LU-,(IL.lH, Y( . , dq) E L$ for all ilGU E OOU. 
Then there exists Z’“,“’ E JH( 9?%, 93(R)) such that 
Z”‘x+“(. , aOu) = Z”‘,‘L’( Y( . , rlaU)) for all 4% E [IOU, 
I’.‘,‘/“( y) = px,(p~,~"). 
For each O-sequence (J”“: 1. s j G r,) ofpartitions of 0, in J$, 
Proof. Assuming (y, $J) E sN just makes the notation easier. By Proposition 6, the 
first part of the assertion follows and we may suppose y= y’. Let YOU gy. Put 
L:= I!?*+‘( YJ, A:=Jor (1 ,xR.)“Y~d[M]~. By Proposition 5, L is a continuous 
martingale, by Proposition 2, A a continuous increasing process. Furthermore, 
E(Ly)<oo, E(AT)<a. By Lemma 3, for each neN 
1 E((A,i.~L)‘)_9$)= C E(A,I.,~AI~~~,.~). 
lijSr,, ! s, c r,, 
Hence, by Lemma 6 the assertion follows for Y,. Let now YE L$ be given. Choose 
a sequence ( Y,“‘) mEN of y-previsible elementary functions such that 11 Y - Y,” II2 + 0 
(rn + CO). To abbreviate, put for Z E Lz/ 
V,,(Z) := 1 (A,MI!~“‘(Z))‘. 
1 .~ , = Tli 
Then, for n, m EN by Cauchy-Schwarz 
IV,(Y)-V,(Y,“)IS[V,(Y-Y,“)v,(Y+Y,”)]”*. 
Therefore, Proposition 1 yields for n, m EN 
I/V,(Y)- vn(Y,“)Il,~lIv”(y- KJw211vn(y+ Kw* 
s A;‘11 I;.“‘( Y - Y,“)ll,lll;“,“‘( Y-t Yo”)l12 
G A;‘11 Y- Y~l1211 Yt Yrll, (Proposition 4). (3.3) 
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again by Cauchy-Schwarz, 
IIy2-(Y,“)2111~IIY- Gll*llY+ Gll2, mEF+J. 
Finally, for n, m EN, 
II v,(Y) - I Y* 4Ml% IB 
25 
(3.4) 
((3.3), (3.4)) 
Now conclude using the first part of the proof. 0 
Remark. Let (9, 4) be such that J” n 8’ = 0. The integrals which decompose Z”K” 
according to Lemma 4, are ‘orthogonal’ in a strong sense. According to Lemma 7, 
the quadratic variation of Ii:yi”,/, is given by the sum of the corresponding quadratic 
variations of I~~~,~/), (9, +) E A( 5, 4). 
The main result ofthis section, Burkholder’s ‘continuous parameter’ inequalities for 
the integral processes associated with M, now follows as an easy consequence of 
Lemma 7. 
Proposition 7. Let (9, 4) E E be decomposed by (9, I/I), (021, x) E 5 such that y n s= 
0, F c 9. Suppose Y E JU ( pT, 93 (R)) satisjies 
YE L2,n Loc.,H, (3.5) 
Y(.,d%)EL$ f0ralld~E0~. (3.6) 
Then there exists Z’.‘P.“‘~ Ju(9’%,, 9(R)) such that 
z’Y.OL’ (.,a~)=I’~,~‘(Y(.,d~)) foraNsWEEq, 
I’.r1.+)( y) =p”u,x1 z’.Y,ti’ ( 1, 
P/2 
APE 
(Z”-“)* d[ Ml% 1 > =z E(lZ’-q Y)jP) 
d B,E NJ P/2 (Z”‘pe’)2 d[ Ml% oiu I > forp> 1, 
with A,, BP according to Proposition 1. 
Proof. For the first part of the assertion, consult Proposition 6. Given a O-sequence 
(P”: 1 <j c rn), n EN, of partitions of 0, in 9,, put 
V,,( I!%+‘( Y)) := C [A,,.~~Z;:~~;;( Y)]‘. 
!-sjsr,, 
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Argue like in the proof of Proposition 3, making use 
Proposition 2. 0 
of Lemma 7 instead of 
In Section 4, we shall need the following special case of Proposition 7. 
Corollary 1. Let (9, d) E E, 9= F’, be decomposed by (9, I/I), (%, x) E F such that 
ynS=0. Suppose YE.k?(9,T,%(R)) satisjes YEL$, Y(.,a”~)EL~,forallci~~~E,,,. 
Further, let ( Kk = ]sk, tkJ: I =S kc q) be a partition of 0 in 2. Then for all 1 c k c q 
there exists Ziy3”’ E JU( PC?,, 93(R)) such that 
with A,, B, according to Proposition 1. 
Proof. For a O-sequence (I’,“: 1 ‘-j c r,) of partitions of 0 ou in 4 or, subordinate to 
{s;,, t;: 1s ks q} put 
v,(L!“*+‘( Y)):= c 1 (AJ~.~~xK >I\:‘~+‘( y))‘. 
1; A, ‘4, Isjsr,, 
Argue as in the proof of Proposition 7. q 
Corollary 2. Let (5, 4) E & be such that J” n 8’ = 0. Suppose YE L$ n L(,,,,,. Then, 
for l<p, 
G B,E Y d[ M]‘ ‘@)2 d[Ml”‘l’-2), 
with A,, BP according to Proposition 1. 
Proof. Take 9 = J’, % = 3 in Proposition 7. In this trivia1 case we do not need 
(3.6) (see remarks after proof of Proposition 6). 0 
Remark. If Lemma 6 could be shown to hold true for L’-convergence and L2- 
bounded martingales resp. L’-bounded increasing processes, Lemma 7 and Proposi- 
tion 7 along with its corollaries for (9, +)-integrals satisfying .T = 9 could be stated 
for LZN -bounded continuous strong martingales. 
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4. Existence of the variations p&w of M 
Sections 2 and 3 have equipped us with enough knowledge about the integrals 
associated with M to come back now to the main subject of this article: Ito’s formula 
for M. Recall (2.1) which is the approximation of Ito’s formula in Allain’s [2] 
approach we start with. In this section we mainly deal with the convergence of the 
first term on the right side of (2.1) as n + 00. In other words, for 1 G 1 s 2N we 
establish the existence of stochastic measures pM (1) (the ‘Ith variation of M’) such 
that 
C f”‘(M,,.+$:v~M+ I f"'(M) dp,,,p (n + ~0). !“,=r,, RXJ 
For doing this, we will use the decomposition (2.2) for the approximation 
Indeed, in Lemma 8 we consider the PO-terms on the right side of (2.2). We prove 
that the term belonging to (9, 4) converges to p (%*‘( (F x J)“), where rC, = C#I mod 2. 
In Lemma 9 we show that all @,\ly,-terms converge to 0, those for CZ$> 2N at least 
in LO-sense. This, however, is more than is required for accomplishing the above 
aim. Indeed, since (2.2) makes sense for all 1 EN, we thus have proved that for 
I> 2N, a corresponding p,,,,‘il exists as a O-stochastic measure and vanishes on 9’. 
As will be detailed in Section 5, this also helps us to gain control over the rest term 
in (2.1). All the above-mentioned convergences are such as to guarantee the following 
‘domination’ criterion which corresponds to Definition 1 of [ 131 and, as in Proposi- 
tions 4 and 5 for p’“.“, yields existence and integral extension for pM(‘), I E N, in 
a simple way. 
Definition 5. Let p 2 0, k E N. For 1 G 1 G k let (%T,, d,) be a topological vector lattice in 
~Mz(9, C%(w)) endowed with a translational invariant metric d, such that 
(4.1) 8 is dense in Z,, 
(4.2) (%,, d,) satisfies the dominated convergence theorem 
A process X is called ‘((%‘,, d,), 1 G 1 s k; p)*-dominated’, if 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Xk-‘~ E, for lsls k, 
there is an increasing function e, on { YE 2,: Y/(1 v X”-‘) is bounded} such 
that for each O-sequence (JJ”: I s j s r,,), n E N, of partitions of 0 in 4 there 
exists a O-sequence (un)ntN which satisfies: for all You 8 which have 
O-representations Y. = Ci_j, 1,, (~;l.,~.~~, n EN, 
I/ 
c (YJA:‘,!,~X ~d,(Y,,O)+a,e,(lY,~I), lslsk. 
I =, = r,, I/ P 
Remarks. 1. (4.2) implies that the Riesz spaces (%,, d,), 1 s 1 s k, have the ‘Lebesgue 
property’ (see Aliprantis, Burkinshaw [ 11). If the topology is solid, (4.2) is equivalent 
to the ‘Lebesgue property’. 
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2. The notion of ‘*-domination’ may be compared to the notion of ‘semimarting- 
ale’ in Allain [2]. It turns out, that the former implies the latter. But ‘*-domination’ 
seems to be more easily accessible (see Lemmas 8 and 9 below). 
If X is a *-dominated process, the measures px (JJ exist according to the following 
proposition which generalizes Proposition 1 of [13]. 
Proposition& LetXbe ((Z’,, d,), 1 s 1 G k; p)*-dominated. Thenfor 1~ 1 G kthereexist 
p-stochastic measures px’l~ on 8 which jiuljill 
(4.5) given F x J E 23. and a O-sequence ( Jh”: 1 <j< r,,), n EN, of partitions of 0 in 
9, 
lF C A:‘,!.X+~x(,)(FxJ), 
I=j=r,, 
(4.6) the integral of axis) exists on 2, and 
s d,( Y, 0) for YE SV!,. 
Proof. We have to modify slightly the proof of Proposition 1 of [13]. Due to (4.1), 
it is enough to show that, given a O-sequence ( JL” = Is”‘, t”“]: 1 S j G r,,), n E N, of 
partitions of 0 in 9, Y,, E 8 which has U-representations Y0 = C ,SjSr,, aJ I,‘.“, 
(C,G,G,, (YJA$!.X),,~ is a Cauchy sequence in Lp(fi, 9, P), 1 s ks 1. Let (K”” = 
]$n, uJ~n 1: 1 s j< q,,), n EN, be a sequence of common refinements of pairs of the 
sequence ( JA” : 1 <j s r,,), n E N. Choose e,, 1 G 1 s k, (cI”),,~~ according to (4.4). 
Observe that, due to (4.2), we can generalize (4.4) a little. Replace the step functions 
cyy by random variables ,$J’ which have the same measurability properties to see 
that (4.4) holds for functions of the form CISj__,, ,$‘l,,.n E 2,. Now fix g, h, n E kJ 
such that (KJy”: 1~ js qn) is the common refinement of (Jjf: 1 c js r,), f = g, h. 
For i,l,fEN, i<l,put 
Then, by a conclusion analogous to (1.6) in the proof of Proposition 1 of [ 131 
Now note that 
(4.7) 
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Hence, an appeal to (4.2) which is justified by (4.3), shows that the first term on 
the right side of (4.7) goes to zero as g, h + CO. The convergence of the second one 
is trivial. This completes the proof. 0 
To establish that M is *-dominated, we first consider the To-terms in the 
decomposition (2.2). 
Lemma 8. Let (.T, cp) E F,,N, (J’“: 1 G s m), n EN, a O-sequence ofpartitions of 0 j 
in 2. Then there exists a O-sequence (u,,)~~~ such that for all YO~ 8 which have 
O-representations Y0 = CIG,S,. (~rl,~, n EN, 
s u,I( Y,/(l v MZN--d)lJoo, 
where?={TEF: p(T)=l}, ~={TEF: q(T)=2}. 
Proof. We may assume y # yl. For convenience, we shall use the following abbrevi- 
ation: for n E N, 1 s j =G r,,, (‘3, ,y) E !PO, Y G Ou’, Y,, according to the hypotheses 
N(Q*X*y)( Y,,) := aj” &M]((Jj~“)T) J, (drT,.nI14)~(~‘. ,.n 
By the triangle inequality, it is enough to prove that for 9’~ 9, SE p\y there 
exists a O-sequence (u,,),,.~ such that 
II C [I$>+‘*“‘( Y,) - N;,:lp,y”(s))( YO)] s a, )I YO/( 1 v l\;iZN-+)II,. (4.8) i=j=r, /I 1 
Put U := r’ u S. By Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 of Proposition 2 we are allowed to 
apply the second inequality of Proposition 1 for p = 1 to conclude 
(4.9) 
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We will estimate the first term on the right-hand side of (4.9). Cauchy-Schwarz’s 
inequality gives 
x II sup [aJ’d;~.nM]~ sup c N!y0\{s1,2,yp)(l) J.” . (4.10) !GjGf-,, Ir:=j"=(r.)c, 1 (> sjo -s (r,,) u Ill 1 
To estimate the first factor on the right hand side of (4.10), Corollary 1 of Proposition 
2 can be used. It is seen to be bounded by E([M]r) which is finite according to 
Proposition 3. To estimate the second factor, put q, := N/( N - 1 p] + l), q2:= 
N/((F@ - 1) and observe that,due to the martingale property of M and the mono- 
tonicity of [Ml, (N(@‘ts’*239p)( l )l~J~rl,~(r,,),. is a submartingale for each 1~ sj, s 
( rn) 0. Apply Holder’s and Doob’s inequalities to see that it is bounded by 
(4.11) 
where c, is a real constant. We next estimate the second factor in (4.11). To do this, 
we apply Corollary 1 of Proposition 7 twice; first to (p\(S), l), (p\{S}\Sq l), 
(Sq l)? y=Clu<ju<(rl)u LE.T'\{S) '(J c~~I,L~~T and the partition (_TCi,'u),": lu <j, s 
(r,)u) and then to (+\{S}, l), (0, e)), (p\(S), 1) and the same Y and partition. 
The result is 
G (~2q~/A2qZ)1'q2 C II n [M]((fJch~““)~) !C7sios(rn)u Tt.@\{S) II 42 
s ~~~qzl~~q~~l’qzII~~l~~“‘~‘llq~. (4.12) 
Since 2()pl- 1)q 2 G 2N, the right hand side of (4.12) is finite by Proposition 3. By 
using Holder’s inequality, the first factor in (4.11) can be estimated in the following 
way: 
lllsylr bY%'4211q, 
n 
=z I( Y,/(l v MZN--d )]]&I1 sup (d;,.~tM)~(l v Ml”“-‘“)I],, 
r=j=r,, 
G II Yo/( 1 v I\;jZNpQ )11&l] sup (A;,.,~M)2(lNI\1 v M,I]‘2(NN+-“‘). 
I=sjsr,, 
(4.13) 
Using a now familiar argument involving path continuity, Doob’s inequality and 
dominated convergence, we can combine (4.10)-(4.13) to obtain the desired bound 
for (4.8). 0 
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We next consider the terms in (2.2) belonging to (y, cp) E @O,N\!P,,N. 
Lemma9. Let (F,P))E@~,~\!P~,~, (P: 1.1 -= C m), n E N, a O-sequence of partitions 
of 0 in 2. 
1. If (p G 2N, there exists a O-sequence (an)ncN such that for all Y0 E ‘Z which 
have O-representations Y0 = Clsjsrn cz:l,~, n E N, 
2. If $5 > 2N, there exist O-sequences (bn)ntN, (c,,),,~~ such that for all Y,E k3 as 
in l., flEkJ, 
Proof. First note that there exists a subset Yc y which satisfies 
9pE pN, Y consists of maximal elements of .7 w.r.t. ‘G’. (4.14) 
This follows by inductive reduction of the set y. Put Y”:= {S E 9’: cp(S) f l}, 9” := 
{S E Y: cp (S) = l}, U := 9” and ‘V:= (9\9’) u { T E 9”: cp( T) > 2). To abbreviate, as 
in the proof of Lemma 8, put 
N!%I,~)( Y,) := CX~ fl (A$M)X’r’, ,,n n E N, 1 ~j c r,,, (Q, ,y) E Qo, 
T’E old 
Y. according to the hypothesis. 
We first consider the case $5 G 2N. Since the arguments for ‘.T = 9’ = Y” are 
contained in the following discussion (cf. (4.14)) for the opposite case, we may 
concentrate on the latter. By a similar reasoning as for Lemma 8 (see Example 2 
after Lemma l), we deduce 
x & (A 5.” M)21p(T)-4 (cI:,~] sup [ C 
lu~ju~(r~)u iUSjUS(r,,),J Nj:Y*“(l)]/~“* I/2 
s hII Yo/(l v M -*N-+)Ilmll[L&..,” N:.Yq211q,
II [ I 
I/* x sup n (A;.“M)2V(T) fl (AJT’.“M)2PP(T)-4 (I v tifN-@) [GjSr. 7-E.T\Y TcYO II 42 
(4.15) 
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where ql= 2N/IYI, q2= 2N/(2N-IY'I-21Y"j), q3= 2N/IY"I. By convexity, the 
process [[CluSj,G(r,,)u Nj~0’2’(1)1”2111~~~jl;~(r,,)L. is a submartingale. Hence, the last 
term on the right hand side of (4.15) can be treated like the corresponding term in 
the proof of Lemma 8. Indeed, if V# 0, we can proceed exactly as in the proof of 
Lemma 8. If, however, V= 0, we have to be more careful. In this case, the 3rd 
factor on the right side of (4.15) is trivially bounded. To estimate the 2nd, observe 
that (9, cp) & To,,. Hence, there exist S, T E Y such that S n T f 0. Therefore, the 
sequence D, =UlrJGr,, HT., (J’“)‘, n E N, converges to the characteristic function 
of a subset of a hyperplane in OY, which, due to the continuity of [Ml, does not 
charge [ MITY. Now, as in (4.12), the 2nd factor is seen to be bounded by 
IImfl~P(~n)Ilq,~ which converges to 0 by dominated convergence. This yields the 
first assertion. 
Finally, suppose 4 > 2N. In this case V # 0. For n E N, I sj < r,,, F > 0 set 
Then, for n~lV, .s>O 
0 
(4.16) 
By the first part of the proof, the l-norm in the last expression is bounded by 
c,,a~WW~~ Y,/(l " R;i=wll, with a suitable constant c,. Consequently, (4.16) 
can be completed to give 
+ C,F--y Y,/(l v ti2N-+)(/ar, F >o, n E N. 
Since by the path continuity of M we have ~(ui~,,,,, F,,,,) + 0 (n + ~0) for each 
E > 0 and since (p - 2(Y”I - IY’] > 0, the second assertion follows and the proof is 
complete. 0 
Remark. In the proofs of Lemmas 8 and 9, (0.4) is needed where the corollary of 
Proposition 7 is applied (see remark after Corollary 2 of Proposition 7). If, only in 
the case 9 = .Y’, Proposition 7 could be proved for L2N-bounded continuous strong 
martingales, Lemmas 8 and 9 would also hold true under this weaker integrability 
assumption. 
The last step in the construction of the variations ~~(0, 1 E N, is now easy. 
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Definition 6. For 1~ I < 2N let 
2, := n {Y: YE”&(P,S(R)), YTEE$}, 
(;cb)e*ll,.m(.7..d)=l 
d,( . ) . ) := c L, 11 .,T_ .q*, 
(T,~)t~h~,m(~,$b)=r 2’@’ T 
where c7 is according to Proposition 4. 
For 1>2N let X,:=A(p, B(R)), d,:=O. 
Proposition9. Misa ((X,, d,), 1~ 1~2N; I)*-dominatedprocess. ForanykEN, Misa 
((X,, d,), 1 G 1 s k; 0)*-dominated process. 
Proof. Since ( L$, 11 .I1 2) contains g,r as a dense subspace and satisfies the dominated 
convergence theorem for all FE rN, (4.1) and (4.2) are valid for all (X1, d,). (4.3) 
follows from (0.4). For IEN put el := 1+ (/ ./( 1 v tizN~‘)ll~. Then, (4.4) follows from 
(2.2), Lemmas 8 and 9 and, in case 6 G 2N, the norm inequalities of Proposition 
4. Observe that m(T, $) = 6, if I+!J = 4 mod 2. 0 
Corollary. For 1s 1 s 2N, there exists a 1 -stochastic measure pcLM”) on 9’ such that 
(4.5) and (4.6) hold. If I> 2N, (4.5) and (4.6) are valid for p,,,(‘)= 0. 
Proof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of Propositions 8 and 9. q 
5. Ito’s formula for M; decomposition of ~~“1 
We can now go to the limit in (2.1) to obtain Ito’s formula in terms of the integrals 
of the variations ~,,,(~~, Is 2 N. The convergence of the main term is plausible by 
the discussion in Section 4; the convergence of the remainder term is due to the 
fact that the O-stochastic measures pLMcl’, I> 2N, vanish. This can be understood by 
the following consideration: If fe Ck(R), (2.1) makes sense if 2N is replaced by 
k. For a polynomial f there is some k E N such that fkt’) = 0. Hence we obtain the 
desired formula for all polynomials by going to the LO-limit in (2.1) and referring 
to the corollary of Proposition 9. Now the key word is ‘Weierstrass’ approximation 
theorem’. Since M is continuous, for a sequence (K,),,rm of compacts which 
converges to R, the probabilities that &!fl is outside K, converge to 0. Consequently, 
by Lo-approximation, Ito’s formula for arbitrary f~ C2N(R) can be derived from 
the corresponding formula for polynomials which has already been established. 
This is made rigorous in Allain [2]. 
As is already clear from their construction, (2.2) and Lemma 8 are the basis for 
a decomposition of the variations ~M(~l by the measures P’~-,“, m( 9, 4) = 1. The 
corresponding decomposition of the integral processes gives another Ito-type 
formula in terms of the processes I!z”. 
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Theorem 1. LetfECzN(R) satisfvf”‘(M)~~,~orall lG1~2N. ThenforJE9 
Proof. By Proposition 9 and its corollary, Theo&me 4.7 of Allain [2] may be 
applied. 0 
Remark. Since for all 1 EN, p,+,“l is a O-stochastic measure, the formula of 
Theorem 1 is valid in LO-sense for each f~ C2N(R). 
Proposition 10. For each 1 G 1 s 2 N, 
Proof. By Proposition 4, it is enough to prove the first equation for F x J E 3. To 
do this, let (J’,“: 1 ~j s r,), n EN, be a O-sequence of partitions of J in 4. Then 
pMtl)(F~J)=(L’-) lim lF C A(,%M (corollary of Proposition 9) 
n-cc lsjsr,, 
((2.2), Lemmas 8, 9) = 0 
The following improvement of Theorem 1 is due to the continuity properties of 
II,T*+’ (Proposition 5). 
Theorem 2. LetfE CZN(R) satisfy D '"*"'f( M)9E L$ for all (9, 4) E TN. Then 
Proof. By Proposition 5 it is enough to show 
Observe that for (F, 4) E ?PN such that m( F, 4) = 1 we have f (') = DcT2"J: Hence 
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f”‘(M)EX,, lSZS2N, iff D (y-4) f( M)” E L$ (9, 4) E TN. It remains to combine 
Theorem 1 and Proposition 10 to complete the proof. 0 
Remarks. 1. In case N = 2, using the notation of Cairoli, Walsh [8] and Wong, 
Zakai [26], we can express the formula of Theorem 2 in the following terms: 
I f”(Mu..) dMu dM, R.xR. 
t-i I f”(Mu) 4Mlu R. 
+$ I fc3’(M UVL’ )dM d[M] U ” R.xR. 
+; fc3’(M “VU )d[M] dM U v 
R.xR. 
+f c fc4)(M !J”” ) d[M] d[M],.. U 
JR.XR. 
2. In case N = 2, there exist versions of Theorem 2 which are proved under less 
restrictive integrability assumptions than (0.4): Guyon’s and Prum’s [12] for L6- 
bounded ‘representable semimartingales’ and Nualart’s [22] for L4-bounded con- 
tinuous martingales. But Lemmas 8 and 9, on which Theorem 2 strongly depends, 
require (0.4), via Proposition 7 and Lemma 6 (see remark after Lemma 9). Therefore, 
in order to weaken integrability assumptions, one could start by stating and proving 
Lemma 6 for L’convergence and L*-bounded martingales resp. L’-bounded increas- 
ing processes. Also, one could think of using ‘localization’ techniques to get results 
even beyond LZN -boundedness. In this paper, we did not make an attempt to develop 
them. 
6. Partial stochastic integration and Ito’s formula 
In this final section we shall deal with the following observation: ‘stochastic 
partial integration’ transforms the formula of Theorem 2 into another one in which 
apart from the ‘highest order term’ which is a pathwise Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral, 
all terms have differentiation orders not exceeding N. This formula can be used as 
a starting point for the study of local times of M w.r.t. a special time scale (see [ 141 
for the Wiener process). Yet, it may be of independent interest: Chevalier [lo] and 
Nualart [22] obtained Ito-type formulas for continuous 2-parameter martingales 
which are likely to be its formal relatives. It is not clear whether for non-strong 
martingales there is an analogue of Theorem 2. The above cited articles seem to 
indicate that there are only analogues of the formula of Theorem 3 below. As the 
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following discussion will show, for strong martingales, the link between the two 
forms is a stochastic version of ‘Green’s formula’ which will be derived first. 
We proceed along the lines of [13], beginning with a definition of stochastic 
integration w.r.t. M on affine submanifolds of 0 which are parallel to the axes. Since, 
as Theorem 2 shows, only T-integrals contribute to Ito’s formula, we content 
ourselves with integrals of this type. 
Definition 7. Let U E ZZ,. 
1. For Y-ET~, ll~:={~=(s~)~~~~O~~; ~>sup,,,,,~s~ for TEE} is called ‘set 
of F-ordered points in Uu’, 
‘set of (9, U)-previsible rectangles’. Analogously to Definition 2, using 0: resp. 9: 
instead of UT resp. 6!BY, a,:, 9; (‘a-algebra of (9, U)-previsible sets’) ‘Zy (‘set of 
(9, lJ)-previsible elementary functions’), ‘I:-representations’ and ‘( 9, U)-corner 
functions’ are defined. 
2. Let (Y, 4)~ ?ZJ~, tEO, and put 
6, : “WRY, ~@)I + Ju(PP,, ~@I), 
Y+Z, where Z(., (s~)~~.T) = Y(., (s:)T~:T) J7 ~cR,I~~(s;). 
Then 
II VI::= ll&(Y)L, YE Ju(P.Y, B@)), 
L~:={YE_&(~,~,!33(R)): IIY/];<co}, 
p7.dJ.r): L2j + LP’r’(Q 9, P), Y + Z’“,~‘(&( Y)). 
The meaning of ‘ZbY*‘~“’ is obvious. 
The following proposition is a stochastic version of ‘Green’s formula’ for M. 
Proposition 11. For U E Ir, let (Ou, x) E !Pw Suppose that f E C2’ui(R) satisfies 
[D’K’)f(M)]““” E LGvou for all (Sq +) E PO, (6.1) 
f(Mc.,,r,)E Lf+‘r for all tgEO%, (%,x)<(y, (P)E W. (6.2) 
Then for (%, x) < (57, q) E !P there exist continuous processes X(Kqp) E Jll( 9, 3’(R)) 
such that 
XW,PP) = J(.~#.fj)([l f nx~R,~ff(M~.,ri~)lY) for all t E 0, 
(qly)<;Tq)tq (-1)‘“‘-‘“‘X’~~’ 
1 3 
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Proof. A standard approximation argument shows that we may confine our attention 
*“’ tofeC ( [w) which is bounded together with all its derivatives: use Proposition 
5 and (6.1) for the right hand side, Proposition 4 and (6.2) for the left hand side 
of the asserted equation. Fix s” E 0. By Corollary 2 of Proposition 2, L:= M,,;,.j is 
a U-parameter continuous strong martingale with quadratic variation [Ml,,:,.,. Use 
the letter ‘J’ for the integrals associated with L. By definition for YE L@, 
(sq $)E FU, 
J’Y,+q y) = 1 (YM’( y) = I’~.+QU( Y)). 
Taking over the arguments of the proof of Lemma 6 of [13], we first use this equation 
to translate Ito’s formula (Theorem 3) for L into the language of M and then apply 
Fubini’s theorem (corollary of Proposition 6). If we hereby take into account that, 
[M] being continuous, hyperplanes in 0” do not change [ A419, YE T, we obtain, for 
CEO, 
= ~(oU~Xm2xR, “A (-l) "'-'".f(~,.,,,)m t. 
= pq1 nx~,A,%fW)l") 
(6.3) 
Now note that, by Proposition 5, the right hand side of (6.3) is a continuous process. 
Hence, to complete the proof, it suffices to remark that if two sets of real numbers 
{b (V,7): (‘I”, rl) E FI) and {~(,T,~P): (Q, x) < (9, cp) E q} are related by 
then 
%-,,I = C b(v,q,,, (9, cp)~ Q? 0 
(.T,‘T,p)<(FV;?)E~ 
Repeated application of Proposition 11 to Theorem 2 gives the following formula: 
Then for each (.T, cp) E A there exists a continuous process X(9*9’ E ~@(p’, B([w)) such 
that, putting Y = {{l}, . . , {N}}, 
(i) X, (y,q) = ~(~,,c.‘;)([l~~(~),-D’~.“‘f(M. ,,)I”) for each t E 0 
(ii) AR.f(M) = C (1/2’~‘),(,~,~~X’~~~‘+ 1/2N joy [lnx~.~““‘(M)]” d[M]“. 
(.T,V)E‘4 
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Proof. Referring to Proposition 11, we can carry over the proof of Theorem 4 of 
[13]. As for the constants (Y(,,,~,, we remark that by induction on ]?_I we can show, 
using the notations of the proof of Theorem 4 of [13] 
c (-l)‘+&, =(-l)‘.“‘. 
Or,= IdI 
This yields the desired formula. 0 
Remarks. 1. Theorem 4 of [13] can be improved to be an equation of processes 
like Theorem 3. 
2. For(Y,-,)EA wehavem(Y,;) c N. This means that the orders of differenti- 
ation belonging to X’,‘,“-’ in (iii) do not exceed N which has an effect on the study 
of local times of M w.r.t. the time scale [Ml”. Theorem 3 may be chosen as a 
starting point for the investigation of local times by Tanaka’s formula (see [14] for 
the Wiener process). 
3. In case N = 2, in terms of the notation of Cairoli, Walsh [8] and Wong, Zakai 
[26], the formula of Theorem 3 reads 
&J”(M) = 
I 
“f’(M,, ,,.,) dM,,,..,+ 
I 
” f’W,.,rJ dM,.,,z, 
0 0 
+ f’(W) dMu - I f"(M,.,) dMu dM, R, R,xR, 
+; f “(Mu) d[Mlu 
R! 
Nualart [22] obtains a similar formula which differs only in the one-parameter terms; 
replace the first two terms of the above formula by 
‘2 
AR,f(M)-i f”(M,,I,.j) d[Ml, ,,,.) resp. 
to obtain Nualart’s formula which, moreover, is valid for L4-martingales. His method 
of getting the formula differs from the method of this paper in the following way. 
He starts from a different approximation of Ito’s formula by Taylor’s formula which 
directly leads to the desired result. He uses a continuous version of the quadratic 
variation of L*-bounded continuous martingales according to [21]. In this paper, 
Theorem 3 is deduced from Theorem 2 by applying Fubini-type theorems. However, 
for Theorem 2 as well as for Proposition 6 we need (0.4) (see remark after Theorem 
2). We also use Proposition 2 which is stated for L4-martingales (see remark after 
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Definition 1). In this sense, Nualart’s ‘short-cut’ of the way over Theorem 2 has an 
advantage. It seems to have another advantage, at least for N = 2. His approach 
directly yields in Ito-type formula for continuous martingales which are not 
necessarily strong. We conjecture that for non-strong martingales formulae of the 
type of Theorem 2 are no longer valid in general. This means that this approach is 
the only one which promises to give a differentiation formula, one which looks like 
Theorem 3. But for general A( things turn very difficult. 
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